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ABSTRACT 
 

The emergency of the Covid 19 pandemic has led technology to seek solutions to the different 

problems caused by the disease. In the monitoring area, connected devices offer new 

possibilities to a rapid detection and intervention of the new cases. They allow remote 

diagnostic to infected patients with covid 19 symptoms. However, the heterogeneity of the 

platform requires applications' developers to develop specific solutions for each platform. In 

this paper, we propose a cross-platform application that permits developer to use one code to 
build applications in different platforms. The paper describes the architecture of the application 

by presenting its three parts: interface screens (UI), data manipulation and authentication 

implementation. Finally, we show selected screens of an android release as an example.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Clinical management requires typical Diagnosis and monitoring of diseases. In fact, the control of 

infectious diseases is really challenging because it needs both early detection and treatment, 

surveillance and outbreak, due to their rapid transmission to others [2]. It is also demanding 
regarding the quality of care it requires and the limited setting offered. Indeed, the control of this 

kind of disease is confronted by logistical, educational, and temporal constraints that are 

intensified by a high volume of patients[4]. Therefore, a patient should take long distances in 

order to visit various clinics to be able to receive the appropriate treatment. This delays 
prescribing of treatment with amplified risk of suffering, mortality, and also inaccurate 

prescription of antimicrobials[3]. 

 
In this context, technology has brought various solutions to overcome those difficulties. new 

possibilities have emerged as possible additions to the traditional public health infrastructure [1, 

5]. rapidity, simplicity, and probability are best illustrations for the most wanted features of tests 
and devices intended for the diagnostic process at the point of care (POC) [6, 14]. Indeed,  digital 

health technology can help facilitating pandemic strategy and response in ways that are hard to 

realize manually [12]. In fact, having an easy accessibility to testing helps provides an easier 

treatment for patients. [2]. POC detection should be connected to front-end technology, such as 
smartphones, the Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing[7, 8]. 

 

Recently, the appearance of coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19) has led the world to a state of a 
challenging emergency. Broad efforts in testing for coronavirus infection, along with isolating 
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infected cases and quarantining those in contact, have proven successful in managing the 
pandemic. Thus, a quick reaction towards this disease is important [10]. 

The rapid spread of the epidemic requires effective ways of detecting patients and diagnosing 

them to reduce the infection. [9]. Many aspects of technology are currently considered in the 

struggle against covid-19 among which is medical image processing, disease tracking, prediction 
outcomes, computational biology and medicines [11, 13]. 

 

This paper presents a cross-platform application for disease tracking by remote diagnostic of 
potential patients that have symptoms similar to those of covid 19 disease.  This application is 

developed on Google Flutter framework. It allows code reuse across Android, IOS, Desktop and 

the Web [15]. This latter is in Betta version. 
 

 The paper's sections are organized as follows : section 2 gives the application description;  

section 3 presents the application build and release; and the conclusion refers to perspectives and 

future studies. 
 

2. APPLICATION DESCRIPTION 
 

The application is a layer on the flutter framework. Figure 1 gives a schematic view of the 
application files that contains the code used for user interface screens (UI), data manipulation and 

authentication implementation. 

 

 
Figure 1.  The application flux  

 

2.1. User interface  
 

Flutter applications are based on the Widget notion to design user interfaces. In our application, 
the widgets are implemented in the different files. The listing 1 shows the code of the build 

method of the class _LoginPageState that returns a Widget for the authentication interface. 
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Listing 1.  The build method of the class _LoginPageState 

 
The listing 2 shows the code of the build method of the class _MyHomePageState that returns a 

Widget for the home interface. 
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Listing 2.  The build method of the class _MyHomePageState 

 

The listing 3 shows the skeleton of the class _fomulaireglobalState that implements the 

diagnostic form and the result interface. 

 

 
 

Listing 3.  The skeleton of the class _fomulaireglobalState 
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2.2. Data manipulation 
 

The application data is composed of the diagnostic questions and the weighting of possible 

answers. This data is holed in JSON format and manipulated in the class calculate to calculate the 
diagnostic score. The listing 4 shows the method score that returns the diagnostic score. 

 

 
 

Listing 4.  The method score 

 

2.3. Authentication implementation 
 

This application uses the Firebase Authentication service to manage user Authentication (Sign in, 

Create new account, sign out and check the current user). The listing 5 shows the code of the file 
auth.dart that implements the code for Firebase Authentication services calling. 

 

 
 

Listing 5.  the file auth.dart 
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3. APPLICATION BUILD AND RELEASE 
 
Unlike the codebase, the build process is specific for each platform. In fact, to build an android 

application, there should be a prepared release mainly by: 

 

 Reviewing the app manifest; 

 Reviewing the build configuration; 

 Building the app for release. 

 
The figure 2 shows the authentication screen. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  The authentication screen 

 
The figure 3 shows the home screen. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  The home screen 

 

The figure 4 shows the diagnostic form screen. 
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Figure 4.  The diagnostic form screen 

 

The figure 5 shows the diagnostic result screen. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.  The diagnostic result screen. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we have presented a cross-platform application for Covid 19 disease track. This 

application uses a list of questions with their weighting answers to calculate the score of 

responses given by a potential patient with Covid 19  disease symptoms. As the most stable 

platform in flutter and the most used by patients, Android is our main target.  
 

As perspectives, we look to improve the application by adding other functionalities and testing 

them in the different platforms.  Thus, we look to implement a machine learning model that 
enhances the algorithm used to calculate the score.  
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